
Tuesday 16th February
Learning intentions: I am 
learning about desert animals. 
I am learning to research and 
gather facts, I am learning to 
create a fact file. I am learning 
about how magic e changes the 
sound of vowels.

Success criteria:- I can 
choose one desert animal and 
draw a picture of it. I can find 

facts about this animal, I can 
make the fact file bright and 
colourful. I understand the 
magic e rule.

Literacy: Desert Animal Fact File- Take a look at the task with Mrs Bowes - https://vimeo.com/512658824/11a2644268
Pick a desert animal that you would like to research for your fact file. We have made a list of animals to help you, but feel free to 
choose your own. You could ask an adult to help you search for a book on the Epic website (or app) or use a search engine to find 
information from the internet.
Book search – https://www.getepic.com/app/ classroom code - dgw0188
Fact file-Create a simple fact file with interesting information about the animal you have picked.
Start by drawing a picture of it, find out what the animal eats, which desert it lives in or if it has any
special abilities that help it survive in the Desert.

Mild – Write 3 interesting facts about your chosen animal.
Hot – Write 4 interesting facts about your chosen animal.
Spicy – Write 5 or more interesting facts about your chosen animal.

Remember to make your fact file eye-catching by making it colourful and adding some pictures.
Spelling: This week we are focusing on how magic e changes the sound of 'e'. Watch this video to remind yourself of how magic e 
changes the sound of the vowels (a, e, i, o, u). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnanlcyRuuI

Maths: Warm up game – For today's warm up we are going to revise our ordering of coins and adding coins together to find the total 
amount. Can you help Miss Murchison's shop customers find the correct coins to pay for different items? You will need either a piece 
of paper and a pencil, or a whiteboard and pen, to help you. When you are ready click on the link to join in with Miss 
Murchison: https://vimeo.com/512582117/c9ca6b78bc

Follow up money game – Click on the link to play this Top Marks 'Toy Shop' themed game and use 
your money skills to pay for items: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/money/toy-shop-money
You can play with single coins or mixed coins to provide more challenge.

Activity: Now use your addition and subtraction skills to answer the number challenges on the next slide. You can note down your 
answers on some paper to avoid printing.

Across the curriculum –Shrove Tuesday - Today is Shrove Tuesday, also known as Pancake Day. We have saved a Power 
Point (and pdf version) in this week's learning folder in teams (see files). It explains why some people celebrate this and
the different ways it is celebrated across the UK. https://vimeo.com/512675006/27983ed683
Extension idea –Dream Pancake Design – Can you draw your dream pancake and add the toppings to the pictures by
drawing what you would like best. Are you going to add some strawberries or some jam? You can add labels and share
your yummy pancake designs with us on Teams.

Learning intentions: I am 
revising ordering coins 
from smallest to largest 
value. I am revising 
adding coins together to 
find the total amount. 

Success criteria:I can order 
coins. I can select coins to pay 
for items. I can add money 
together. I can use my add and 
take away skills to solve 
challenges.

Success criteria: *I understand 

why some people celebrate Shrove 
Tuesday. I understand some of the 
different ways that Shrove Tuesday 
is celebrated in the UK. I can design 
a pancake. 

Learning intentions: I am 
learning about Shrove Tuesday.

Desert Animals
Camel

Scorpion
Rattlesnake

Fennec Foxes
Meerkat

Thorny Devil Lizard
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